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পুজজায় নাকি কিকমকি? 

 

আজ মহালযা। আর মাত্র পাাঁচ দিনের মাথায পুনজা। অবশ্য পুনজার আনমজ এইবার 

খাদেকটা হনলও দিনক হনযনে, 

কারণ সু্কল খুলনলই রুকুর একটা প্রানজক্ট জমা দিনে হনব। োর কনযকদিে বানিই 

প্টস্ট পরীক্ষা। রুকু মানে 

আমানির উমাোথ বাবুর প্েনল। কী? মনে পড়নে ো? আনর রুকু! প্েই “জয বাবা 

প্িলুোথ” গনের বাচ্চা প্েনল 

রুকুর বযে এখে েনেনরা, এই বেনরই উচ্চ মাধ্যদমক প্িনব। বাবার ইনেনয রুকু 

দবজ্ঞাে দেনয পড়নে। এমেটা 

েয প্ে ওর পড়নে ভানলা লানগ ো। দকন্তু োই বনল পুনজা মাটট কনর?! োনির রোযনের 

মাস্টার মশ্াই আবার বাদক 

মাস্টার মশ্াই প্ির প্থনক একটু প্বদশ্ই কড়া, একদিে প্িদর হনলও উদে পরীক্ষায েম্বর 

প্কনট প্েনবে। বাদড়র 

প্লানকরাও এইবার োই রুকুর পুনজায প্জাগ প্িওযায বা াঁধ্ প্োঁনধ্নে। এর মনধ্য দক আর 

পড়ানশ্াো হয? োও োদক 

আবার োনক প্ভনব দচনে প্রানজক্ট এর দবষয খুাঁনজ প্বর করনে হনব। ধ্ুর! ভানলা লানগ 

ো। িরজার োমনে 

িা াঁদড়নয থাকা রুকুর িািু, অদম্বকা বাবু েবটা লক্ষয করনলে। োেীর িুুঃখ প্িনখ দেদেও 

প্বশ্ িুুঃখ প্পনলে। রুকুর 

কানে দগনয দেদে বলনলে “শ্শ্ীবাবুর প্ো মুদেি রায তেরী হনয প্গনলা। আজ চকু্ষিাে 

করনবে। ো দগনয একবারটট 
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প্িনখ আয। প্িখদব, মে ভানলা হনয োনব। প্কউ বকনে এনল বলদব িািু বনলনে। ো।“ 

রুকু একগাল প্হনে প্িৌনড় দোঁদড় 

প্বনয প্েনম এনলা ঠাকুর িালানের কােটায। এনে বেনলা মুদেির োমনে। মুদেির কাজ 

েখেও েনব অনধ্ িকটা প্শ্ষ 

হনযনে। োিা, কানলা, লাল, দবদভন্ন েব রনের প্কৌনটা, েুদল েদড়নয দেটটনয পনড় 

রনযনে। শ্শ্ী বাব ুেখে চা 

খাচ্ছেনলে। রুকু এনে বেনেই োনক চ্ছজনজ্ঞে করনলে, “কী রুকু বাবু, পড়ানশ্াো 

প্কমে চলনে?” রুকু বললও, “ও 

োম মুনখও এনোো! একটু প্ে পুনজায আেন্দ করনবা, োরও প্জা প্েই! প্োমার কী? 

েুদম প্ো দিদবয মুদেি তেরী 

করনো। প্োমানক প্ো আর রোযনের রনজক্ট দেনয মাথা ঘামানে হনে ো!” শ্শ্ী বাব ু

বলনলে “ওমা! আদমও প্ো 

রনজক্ট তেরী করদে। ষষ্ঠীর আনগ টঠক মনো রনজক্ট জমা ো করনে পারনল প্ো 

আমার চাকদর োনব। আর 

এনে কনোটা রোযে লুদকনয আনে, ো দক েুদম জানো?” রুকু চ্ছজজ্ঞােু িৃটিনে শ্শ্ী 

বাবুর দিনক োদকনয রশ্ন 

করনলা, “কীরকম?” 

শ্শ্ী বাবু বলা শুরু করনলে, “েনব বদল প্শ্ানো। এইনে েুদম এনো বড় মুদেিটা প্িখনো, 

এনে অজস্র রকনমর 

রোযদেক মুচ্ছিযাো লুদকনয আনে। মূদেি তেদরর জেয বযবহৃে মূল উপািাে হল মাটট, 

এবং এর জেয েটঠক 

মাটটর দেব িাচে খুব গুরুত্বপূণ ি।” রুকু বললও “জাদে প্ো! সু্কনল বনলনে মাটট হনে 

েনপাদষে আলুদমদেযাম 

দেদলনকট। বহু বের ধ্নর পাথর ক্ষয হওযার িনল তেদর হয। আবার দবদভন্ন োযগায 

থাকা মাটটর গুণাগুণ, দভন্ন 

রকনমর।” 
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শ্শ্ী বাব ুবলনলে “েনব? আর এই মাটট প্ে প্ে মাটট েয। গঙ্গা েিীর েীনর প্েই মাটট 

পাওযা োয, প্েই মাটট হয 

দমদহ রকৃদের। প্কবল প্েই মাটট দিনযই রদেমা তেদর করা েম্ভব। েনচে মাটটর বা াঁধ্ে 

খনে পড়নব। োর মনধ্য 

আবার েটঠক পদরমানে জনলর বযবহার খুব িরকারী! জল প্বশ্ী হনয প্গনল মাটট কাাঁিার 

মনো হনয োনব, আবার 

কম হনল প্েই মাটট দিনয মনের মনো আকৃদে প্িওযা অেম্ভব। শুনকানে প্গনল োনে 

িাটল ধ্রনব।” 

রুকু মুগ্ধ হনয শুেনে থানক। োনির বইনে ‘প্লাদস্টদেটটর’ কেনেপ্ট োনির পড়ানো 

হনযনে ‘দপ-ব্লক’ চযাপ্টানর। 

শ্শ্ী বাব ুআবার বনলে, “মাটট মাখনে লানগ, দক বনল প্বশ্, েংনোজক! েংনোজনের 

জেয মূলেুঃ গানের উপািাে 

বযবহার করা হয। এই উপািােগুদল মাটটর কণাগুনলানক জনুড় রাখবার কানজ লানগ। 

মাটটর দমশ্রনণ খড় আর পানটর 

িাইবার বযবহার করা হয ো োাঁর কাঠানমায শ্চ্ছি আনে।” রুকু জানে, প্ভৌদেক 

দবজ্ঞানের মাস্টার মশ্াই 

একবার প্টিাইল প্স্টে্হ (রোে ি শ্চ্ছি) পড়ানোর েময এর উনেখ কনরদেনলে। শ্শ্ী 

বাব ুবলনলে 

“োহনলই ভানবা একবার! কে দকেু থানক ওই দমশ্রনণর মনধ্য। েদি একটা চ্ছজদেষও 

এদিক ওদিক হনয োয, আর 

মুদেি তেরী হওযার প্জা প্েই।”  
 

রুকু রশ্ন করনলা, “োরপর?”। শ্শ্ী বাবু বলনলে, “োরপর? োরপর ওই মাটটটা ভানলা 

ভানব প্মনখ, োর রনলপ 
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চড়ানো হয মুদেির খড় আর বা াঁনশ্র তেদর কাঠানমার উপর। কাঠানমায মাথা, হানের 

মুনঠা, পানযর চরণ, এেব 

দকেুই থানকো। ওই অংশ্গুনলা পুনরাটাই মাটটর তেরী। েব েুদ্ধ দেেটট মাটটর রনলপ 

পনড়। রথমটানয জনলর 

পদরমাণ থানক প্বদশ্, োনে খনড়র মনধ্য থাকা িাাঁকগুনলা ভরাট করা োয। োরপনরর 

রনলপটা েবচাইনে জরুদর। 

এর উপরই দেভির কনর রদেমার আকৃদে দকরকম হনব। মুদেির মাথাটা আবার অেয 

ভানব তেদর করা হয, 

োরপর প্েটা কাঠানমার েনঙ্গ জনুড় প্িওযা হয। এইনে পুনরা চ্ছজদেেটা তেদর হনলা, 

োর উপর চনড় প্লাস্টার অি্ 

পযাদরে। োরপর রদেমা প্ভজা কাপনড় মুনড়, েরম কনর, োর উপর করা হয রে। 

রথনম চুে রে, োরপর আেল 

রে। িুগ্গা, লক্ষী, কাদিক হনয হলুি রনের, েরস্বেী োিা, গনেশ্ প্গালাপী, আবার অেুর 

েবুজ। কে রকম রে 

বনলা দিদকদে।” প্েনলনবলায অনেক বার রুকু প্ভনবনে, অেুনরর অমে রে হনয প্কে? 

ওর শ্রীনর দক প্লানরাদিল 

আনে? দকন্তু পানে গুরুজেরা রাগ কনর, োই প্কানোদিে কাউনক চ্ছজনজ্ঞে করনে 

পানরদে। শ্শ্ী বাবু বনল চনলনেে, 

“োরপর মূদেির উপর রনলপ হয বাইন্ডার এবং বাদণ িনশ্র। এগুনলা প্ো েবই প্কদমকাল, 

োদক? কে রকনমর 

রাোযদেক দ্রবয এনে থানক োনো আমার প্থনক ভানলা েুদম বলনে পারনব, রুকু বাবু। 

এইনে মুদেিটা তেদর হনলা, 

এটানক শুদকনয, পুনরাটা আগুনে প্োঁনক, িাইোল টাচআপ প্িওযা হয। এই প্ে 

প্োঁকনো, োনে োর প্ভেনর ো জল 

থানক, প্েইটা উনব োয, আর রেটা িীঘ ি স্থাযী কনর প্িয। এনে মুদেি আরও মজবুে হনয 

োয। োরপর কাপড় 
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প্চাপড়, চুল ইেযাদি আঠা দিনয লাদগনয, হানে অস্ত্র ধ্দরনয দিনলই মুদেি প্রদি!” 

রুকু মুগ্ধ হনয পুনরাটা শুেদেল। ওাঁর প্খযালই হযদে কখে শ্শ্ী বাবুর গে বলা প্শ্ষ হনয 

দগনযনে, আর কখেই বা 

প্ে দবদড় ধ্দরনয বাইনর, উনঠানের ধ্ারটায দগনয িা াঁদড়নযনেে। রুকুর মে প্থনক এখে 

প্েই উিাে ভাবটা উধ্াও। প্ে 

আেনন্দ আত্মহারা। োর আর মাথা খাটটনয রনজনক্টর দবষয ভাবনে হনবো। শ্শ্ী বাবুর 

েনঙ্গ োর 

কনথাপকথেটাই প্ে গুদেনয দলনখ প্িনব। 

প্ে প্িৌড়নে প্িৌড়নে দোঁদড় প্বনয েরেদরনয উপনর উনঠ প্গল, একগাল হাদে দেনয। 

োরপর দক মনে কনর একবার 

উপনরর বারান্দা প্থনক েীনচর দিনক োদকনয প্জানর বনল উঠনলা, “থযাে্ক ইউ শ্শ্ী 

বাব!ু”। শ্শ্ী বাবু েেক্ষনণ দবদড় 

প্শ্ষ কনর েনব েুদল রনে চুদবনযনেে। রুকুর ধ্েযবাি শুনে একবার মুচদক প্হনে মাথা 

োড়নলে, োরপর োর কানজ 

মে দিনলে। 
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Unveiling the Invisible Threat: The threat of genotoxicity.  

 

In our ever-evolving world, countless substances and environmental 

factors surround us, many of which may not even be fully comprehended. 

Among the innumerable mysteries of science lies a concept called 

“genotoxicity,” a term that may not be on everyone’s lips but plays a 

crucial role in our understanding of health and well-being. 

Genotoxicity is the hidden peril, an intricate and often unseen threat that 

can alter the very core of our existence – our DNA. It’s a concept that 

transcends laboratory walls, affecting the food we eat, the air we breathe, 

and the products we use. In this exploration, we will embark on a journey 

to demystify the enigma of genotoxicity, shedding light on what it means 

for our health, its implications on our surroundings, and the measures we 

can take to safeguard our genetic heritage. So, buckle up as we delve into 

the world of genotoxicity and its far-reaching consequences.  

Genotoxic substances are the causative agent for genotoxicity. They are 

agents that have the potential to damage the genetic integrity within our 

cells, primarily, by affecting the DNA. These genetic saboteurs can be 

found in a surprising array of sources, that include all of our surrounding. 

Their insidious effects can remain hidden for years, manifesting as diseases 

such as cancer, birth defects, and a variety of genetic disorders. 
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One prime example of a genotoxic substance is tobacco smoke. Pervading 

our society for centuries, it contains a cocktail of harmful chemicals that 

directly interact with our DNA, leading to mutations and, ultimately, the 

development of several types of cancers.  But it doesn’t stop there; 

asbestos fibers, ultraviolet (UV) radiation from the sun, and certain heavy 

metals like lead and cadmium are all genotoxic culprits lurking in our 

environment.  

For example, the transition metal chromium interacts with DNA in its high-

valent oxidation state, incurring DNA lesions which leads to cancer. The 

metastable oxidation state Cr(V) is achieved through reductive activation. 

Another example of a genotoxic substance causing DNA damage are 

pyrrolizidine alkaloids (PAs). These substances are found mainly in plant 

species and are poisonous to animals, including humans; about half of 

them have been identified as genotoxic and tumorigenic. 

Genotoxic substances are often inconspicuous in our lives. Thus , 

understanding how does it affect us on a genetic level is pivotal in 

recognizing their potential harm and taking proactive measures to protect 

our health.  

Major genotoxic agents responsible for the four most common cancers 

worldwide (lung, breast, colon and stomach) have been identified. While 

Lung cancer is the most frequent cancer in the world, both in terms of 

yearly cases and deaths, breast cancer is the second most frequent cancer 

worldwide on a yearly basis, and ranks 5th as a cause of death. 
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At their core, genotoxic substances are agents capable of enhancing the 

risk of mutations(modifying the inherent genetic coding).  Here’s how 

genotoxic substances affect us and our DNA: 

1. DNA Strand Breaks: Some genotoxic substances, such as ionizing 

radiation or certain chemicals, directly break the strands of our DNA, 

leading to errors during DNA repair, resulting in mutations that may 

initiate the development of cancer or other diseases. 

2. Point Mutations: Others cause what are known as point mutations, 

where a single DNA base is altered. These subtle changes can have 

profound consequences, potentially giving rise to genetic diseases or 

predisposing individuals to various health conditions. 

3. Chromosomal Aberrations: Genotoxic substances can induce 

structural changes in our chromosomes, which carry our DNA. These 

aberrations, such as translocations or deletions, can lead to genetic 

disorders or cancers, as they often interfere with the proper 

functioning of genes. 

4. Interference with DNA Replication: Some substances disrupt the 

replication process of DNA, causing mistakes during cell division. 

These errors can accumulate over time, contributing to the formation 

of tumors and other health problems. 
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5. Induction of Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS):Certain genotoxic 

substances stimulate the production of ROS within cells. Excessive 

ROS can damage DNA and other cellular components, potentially 

initiating the onset of cancer and other diseases. 

6. Epigenetic Modifications: Genotoxic substances can also trigger 

epigenetic changes, altering the chemical marks on DNA that control 

gene expression. These changes can lead to abnormal gene 

regulation, impacting various biological processes. 

The effects of genotoxic substances are not always immediate, and their 

consequences may take years or even decades to manifest, but have a 

chronic effect on generations to come, once they get manifested. 

Furthermore, individuals may vary in their susceptibility to these 

substances due to genetic factors and lifestyle choices. 

Awareness and precaution are key in mitigating the risks posed by 

genotoxic substances. By recognizing potential sources of exposure, 

advocating for safer practices and regulations, and making informed 

choices about our environment and lifestyle, we can minimize the impact 

of these invisible genetic threats on ourselves and future generations. Our 

genetic heritage is precious, and understanding the perils of genotoxic 

substances is a crucial step in preserving it. In a world where genotoxic 
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substances lurk around every corner, taking proactive steps to protect your 

genetic heritage is paramount.  

1. Know Your Environment:- Stay informed about potential sources of 

genotoxic substances in your surroundings, including workplace hazards, 

environmental pollutants, and household products. Support 

environmental policies and initiatives that aim to reduce pollution and 

limit exposure to genotoxic agents on a broader scale. 

2. Quit Smoking and Avoid Tobacco:- Smoking is a major source of 

genotoxicity. Quitting smoking and avoiding secondhand smoke 

significantly reduce your risk of DNA damage and cancer. 

3. Limit Alcohol Consumption:- Excessive alcohol consumption can 

contribute to genotoxicity. Moderation is key to safeguarding your genetic 

material. 

4. Avoid Excessive radiation Exposure:- Protect your skin from harmful UV 

radiation by using sunscreen, wearing protective clothing, and avoiding 

tanning beds. UV radiation can cause DNA damage leading to skin cancer. 

Minimize exposure to ionizing radiation from X-rays and other medical 

procedures unless medically necessary. Follow recommended safety 

measures when working with radiation sources. 

5. Handle Chemicals with Care:- When using household chemicals or 

working with hazardous substances, follow safety guidelines, wear 

appropriate protective gear, and ensure proper ventilation to minimize 

exposure. 

6. Maintain a Balanced Diet:-Consume a diet rich in antioxidants, vitamins, 

and minerals found in fruits, vegetables, and whole grains. These nutrients 

help repair DNA damage caused by free radicals. Drinking plenty of water 

helps flush toxins from your body, reducing the concentration of genotoxic 

substances in your tissues. 
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7.  Screen for Genetic Conditions: - If you have a family history of genetic 

diseases, consider genetic counseling and testing to understand your risk 

and take appropriate precautions. 

8. Assuring a healthy lifestyle:- Schedule routine medical check-ups and 

screenings to catch and address health issues early, including cancer and 

genetic disorders. Chronic stress can weaken your immune system and 

potentially increase the effects of genotoxicity. Engage in stress-reduction 

techniques like mindfulness, meditation, or yoga. 

9. Promote Workplace Safety:  - If your job involves exposure to genotoxic 

substances, ensure that your workplace adheres to safety regulations, and 

use protective equipment. 

Preventing genotoxicity is a collective effort that involves individual 

choices, community awareness, and policy changes. By staying informed 

and taking these preventive measures, you can significantly reduce the risk 

of DNA damage and ensure a healthier genetic legacy for yourself and 

future generations. So Consider the next time, you smoke a puff, or drink 

less water for a prolonged period of time or play with a chemical without 

knowing, exactly how much hazard, it might pose, as this will not just affect 

you but all of your lineage down the order, with a weaker, more vulnerable 

genetic material.  
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Professor Dr. Suman Kalyan Samanta(in centre) along with 

Arundhati Chakraborty(on his left) and Ryan Datta (on his 

right). 
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Illuminating the Future: The Promise of Artificial Photosynthesis 

In the heart of our natural world lies a remarkable process that sustains life as we  

 

know it – photosynthesis. This astonishing dance of light, carbon dioxide, and 

water, performed by green plants, algae, and some bacteria, is the driving force 

behind Earth’s oxygen-rich atmosphere and the foundation of the food web. Yet, 

as our planet faces unprecedented environmental challenges, scientists are now 

looking to harness the power of photosynthesis by means of technology, and this 

is referred to as artificial photosynthesis. First anticipated by the Italian chemist 

Giacomo Ciamician during 1912, it has developed rapidly over the last century.  

But before we embark on this journey into the realm of artificial photosynthesis, 

let’s first unravel the marvel, that is, photosynthesis itself. 

At its core, photosynthesis captures the radiant energy of the sun using 

chlorophyll, the green pigment found in plant leaves and algae. This energy is then 

used to split water molecules into oxygen and hydrogen ions, while carbon dioxide 

is absorbed from the atmosphere. Through a series of intricate chemical reactions, 

occurring in the chloroplasts, that are tiny cellular organelles that act as nature’s 

solar factories, these elements are transformed into glucose and oxygen, which 

serve as both sustenance for the organism and a fundamental source of energy for 

nearly all life on Earth. 

The sheer elegance and efficiency of natural photosynthesis have inspired 

scientists to replicate this process artificially. By doing so, they aim to harness the 

sun’s energy on a grand scale, mitigating climate change, and providing a clean, 
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sustainable source of fuel. In this exploration, we will delve into the fascinating 

world of artificial photosynthesis, its potential applications, and the exciting 

possibilities it holds for a greener, more energy-efficient future.  

The photosynthetic reaction can be divided into two half-reactions of oxidation 

and reduction. Primarily the water molecules are photo-oxidized to release oxygen 

and protons. The second phase, is a light-independent reaction that converts 

carbon dioxide into glucose. Researchers of artificial photosynthesis are 

developing photocatalysts that are able to perform both of these reactions 

simultaneously. Furthermore, the protons resulting from water splitting can be 

used for hydrogen production. These catalysts must be able to react quickly and 

efficiently absorb solar radiations.  

The purpose of artificial photosynthesis is to produce a sunlight-based fuel, that 

can be stored conveniently and used even when sunlight is unavailable. With the 

development of catalysts that are able to reproduce the major parts of 

photosynthesis, the sole ingredients needed to produce clean energy would 

ultimately be sunlight, carbon dioxide and water.  

Artificial photosynthesis encompasses a range of technologies and approaches. 

One common strategy involves the use of photo electrochemical cells, where 

specialized materials capture sunlight and initiate chemical reactions that yield 

valuable products. Another approach employs catalysts to facilitate the conversion 

of water and carbon dioxide into fuels, all driven by solar energy. These 

technologies are continually evolving, with researchers striving to enhance 

efficiency and scalability.  

Hydrogen is the simplest solar fuel to synthesize. It must, however, be done 

stepwise, with formation of an intermediate hydride anion: 
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2 𝑒− +  2 𝐻+ ⇌  𝐻+ +  𝐻− ⇌  𝐻2 

The proton-to-hydrogen converting catalysts present in nature are called 

hydrogenases. Using this information, several biomimetic materials have been 

synthesized, that can perform the above mentioned process. Water oxidation, 

however, is a more complex chemical reaction than proton reduction. An Oxygen 

evolving complex(OEC) containing Manganese-Calcium cluster, performs the job in 

nature. Some ruthenium complexes, such as “blue dimer” has been found to 

mimic the OEC, owing to their higher valence states.  Next comes the Carbon 

fixation phase, that is performed by RuBisCO (Ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate), that 

turns Carbon dioxide into Glucose, which in turn is a precursor to more complex 

carbohydrates. Artificial CO2 reduction for fuel production aims mostly at the 

reduction atmospheric CO2. Some transition metal polyphosphine complexes have 

been developed for this purpose. Likewise, further developments are searched for, 

to make the artificial process economically, commercially and energetically viable.  

As with any groundbreaking technology, artificial photosynthesis faces challenges, 

including improving efficiency, scalability, and cost-effectiveness. However, the 

potential rewards are immense. If successful on a large scale, it could significantly 

reduce our carbon footprint, mitigate climate change, and usher in a new era of 

sustainable energy production. With an ever increasing concentration of CO2 and 

carbon footprint, lurking on our head, being able to recreate the natural way fuel 

“production” on a large, more directed scale could prove invaluable in our fight 

against the evil of climate change. As research in artificial photosynthesis 

advances, it offers a glimmer of hope for a more sustainable and eco-friendly 

future. The exciting world of artificial photosynthesis, thus brings with it, a light of 

hope while utilizing science, innovation, and nature converge to illuminate the 

path toward a cleaner, brighter tomorrow.  
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Weevil  Bioluminescence 

The bioluminescence of weevils is a fascinating 
natural phenomenon with a chemical basis. It 

involves a chemical reaction between two key 

components: luciferase and luciferin. 

Luciferase: This enzyme is present in the weevil's 

body. It catalyzes the oxidation of luciferin. 

Luciferin: Luciferin is a 

molecule that, when 

oxidized by luciferase, 

releases energy in the 

form of light. This reaction 

is facilitated by the 

presence of oxygen and 

other cofactors. The overall reaction can be 

simplified as follows: 

Luciferin + Oxygen + Luciferase → Oxyluciferin + 

Light 
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The emitted light is usually in the visible spectrum 

and is used by weevils for various purposes, such 

as attracting mates or deterring predators. The 

specific color and intensity of the light can vary 

between different species of weevils due to 

variations in the types of luciferases and luciferins 

they possess. 

This bioluminescent 

process is similar to that 

of fireflies and some 

deep-sea creatures, 

although the exact 

chemical makeup of 

luciferin and luciferase can differ among these 

organisms. Bioluminescence in weevils is a 

remarkable example of how chemistry and 

biology interact to produce striking natural 

displays of light. Weevil Bioluminescence 

Chemistry 
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TOXICITY OF PACKAGED 

WATER 

Leaching of Chemicals: Plastic bottles are 

typically made from polyethylene terephthalate 
(PET) or other plastics. Over time, these plastics 
can release small amounts of chemicals into the 
water, especially when 
exposed to heat or 
sunlight. This process is 
called leaching. 
Substances like 
phthalates and 
bisphenol A (BPA) can 
migrate from the plastic 
into the water, potentially causing health 
concerns. BPA, for example, has been linked to 
hormonal disruptions. 

 

Microbial Growth: If water is stored in a plastic 

bottle without proper cleaning and hygiene 

measures, it can become a breeding ground for 

microbes, including bacteria and algae.  
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These microorganisms can metabolize some of 

the compounds in the plastic and release 

metabolic by products, which can affect the taste 

and safety of the water. Chemical Reactions: In 

some cases, the water itself can undergo chemical 

reactions with components of the plastic. For 

instance, exposure to 

sunlight can lead to the 

photo-degradation of 

plastic, producing free 

radicals that may react 

with water molecules or 

other substances in the     

environment. 

To minimize these risks, it's advisable to: 

Use food-grade plastic bottles designed for 

repeated use. Avoid exposing the bottles to 

extreme temperatures or prolonged sunlight. 

Regularly clean and sanitize the bottles. Consider 

using alternatives like stainless steel or glass 

containers for long-term water storage. 
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FERTILIZATION OF PONDS 

Buffering pH: Calcium carbonate acts as a pH 

buffer. It can neutralize acidic substances in the 
pond water, preventing rapid fluctuations in pH. 
This stability is crucial for maintaining a suitable 
environment for aquatic life. When acidic 
substances, such as decaying organic matter, 

release hydrogen ions 
(H+), the carbonate ions 
(CO3²-) from calcium 
carbonate can react with 
them to form 
bicarbonate ions (HCO3-) 
and raise the pH, helping 

to maintain a more alkaline and stable pH level. 

Calcium Source: Calcium is an essential mineral 

for aquatic organisms, particularly for the 

development of shells and skeletons in many 

aquatic species like mollusks and some algae. By 

adding calcium carbonate, you ensure that 
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calcium ions (Ca²+) are available for these 

organisms to build and maintain their structures. 

Potassium Source: Potash serves as a source of 

potassium ions (K+). Potassium is another 

essential nutrient for aquatic plants and some 

microorganisms. It plays a role in various 

biological processes, including 

enzyme activation and osmotic 

regulation. Calcium carbonate 

(CaCO3) dissolves in water to 

form calcium ions (Ca²+) and 

carbonate ions (CO3²-). The 

carbonate ions can react with 

acidic substances in the water to increase pH, as 

mentioned earlier. CaCO3 (s) → Ca²+ (aq) + CO3²- 

(aq) Potash (K2CO3) dissolves to release 

potassium ions (K+) and carbonate ions (CO3²-): 

K2CO3 (s) → 2K+ (aq) + CO3²- (aq). Overall, adding 

calcium carbonate and potash to pond water 

helps stabilize pH, provides essential nutrients 

(calcium and potassium), and supports the overall 

health and balance of the aquatic ecosystem. 
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THE GENERATION OF 

ELECTRICITY FROM BIOGAS 

Biogas Formation: Biogas is typically produced 

through the anaerobic digestion of organic 
materials like animal manure, sewage, agricultural 
waste, and food scraps by microorganisms in an 
oxygen-free 
environment. The main 
components of biogas 
are methane (CH4) and 
carbon dioxide (CO2), 
with trace amounts of 
other gases like hydrogen sulfide (H2S). 

Combustion of Methane: To generate electricity 

from biogas, the methane in biogas is burned in a 

combustion chamber. The chemical reaction for 

the combustion of methane is: 

CH4 (g) + 2O2 (g) → CO2 (g) + 2H2O (g) + Energy 

This reaction releases heat energy, which can be 

harnessed to generate electricity. 
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Electricity Generation: The heat produced during 

methane combustion is used to produce steam in 

a boiler. The high-pressure steam then drives a 

turbine connected to a generator. As the steam 

passes through the turbine, it 

causes the turbine blades to 

spin, which, in turn, rotates 

the generator. This 

mechanical energy is 

converted into electrical 

energy through the 

generator's electromagnetic processes. 

Generation of Electricity: The generator contains 

coils of wire within a magnetic field. When the 

turbine spins the generator, it induces a flow of 

electrons in the wire coils, creating an electric 

current. This current can be harnessed as 

electrical power. 
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BROWNING PROCESS OF FRUITS 

AFTER GETTING CUT 

Polyphenols: Bananas, like many fruits, contain 

natural compounds called polyphenols. These 
polyphenols include phenolic compounds like 
catecholamines and polyphenolic compounds 
such as catechol. These compounds are normally 
found within the cells of the banana. 

Enzyme Polyphenol 

Oxidase (Tyrosinase): 

Polyphenol oxidase is an 

enzyme present in banana 

cells. When the banana is 

damaged, cut, or bruised, it disrupts the cell 

structure and releases the enzyme. 

Oxidation Reaction: Polyphenol oxidase catalyzes 

an oxidation reaction. It converts polyphenols 

(such as catecholamines and catechol) into 

quinones. This reaction involves the removal of 

oxygen from the polyphenol molecule and its  
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transformation into a highly reactive quinone 

compound. 

Polyphenol (e.g., catechol) + Polyphenol Oxidase 

→ Quinone 

Quinone Reaction: The 

quinone compounds are highly 

reactive and can further react 

with proteins and amino acids 

present in the skin or on your 

hands. This reaction results in 

the formation of dark-colored 

compounds, often brown or black pigments, 

through a series of chemical reactions. 

Quinone + Proteins/Amino Acids → Dark-Colored 

Pigments 

These dark-colored pigments are responsible for 

the blackening or browning effect on your skin or 

hands when they come into contact with banana 

sap containing the enzyme polyphenol oxidase. 
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Quiz Section  



 

 

1. I was mentioned in the the Sherlock Holmes story, The Adventure of the noble bachelor, 

where a solution of mine was used to identify the presence of blood stains. My hydrated 

salts were the reason, you get to study a class of inorganic compounds, mostly made up 

of transition elements. Can you name me? (6 letters) 

 

2. The Entire premise of the famous series, Breaking Bad revolves around the illegal 

manufacture and distribution of this chemical compound. The chemical process of 

producing this was the recurring theme throughout the show. Can you name the 

compound ? (15 letters) 

 

 

3. This was the most powerful and dangerous acid invented by Professor Shonku. This acid 

was used in a special pistol as well. Can you name it? ( 9 letters) 

 

4. I was the first ever graduate to have done my graduation in science, specializing in 

chemistry, from an Indian University(University of Calcutta). Though most of my works 

in my research life were based on plants and plant science, my earlier works usually dealt 

with the chemistry of plants. Can you name me?  

 

5. A.P.C. Ray’s groundbreaking research in organic chemistry led to the synthesis of this 

compound, also known as Ray’s salt. A compound that found applications in medicine. 

His meticulous work in this area garnered international recognition and acclaim. What is 

the name of the compound?  

 

 

6. This chemical is used in the process of converting pseudoephedrine into 

methamphetamine in the series, Breaking Bad. This is a very common compound, often 

used for certain organic reactions, as a reagent, one such reaction being the 

transformation of Organic Alcohol into Unsaturated Hydrocarbons.  Can you name the 

chemical? 

 

7. Named after Prometheus, the Greek Titan who stole fire from the gods to give it to 

humanity, this element is a relatively rare and radioactive element. Identify the element. 

(10 letters) 

 

8. He is an Indian-American structural biologist, who was jointly awarded the Nobel Prize in 

Chemistry in 2009 for his significant contributions to the field of structural biology, 
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recognized for his studies on the structure and function of the ribosome. Name him, if you 

can. 

 

Answers:  
 

1) Cobalt 

 

2) Methamphetamine 

 

3) Annihilin acid 

 

4) Acharya Jagadish Chandra Bose 

 

5) Mercurous Nitrite  

 

6) Red phosphorus 

 

7) Promethium  

 

8) Venkatraman Ramakrishnan 
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